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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
joacaz jocobi ruelas has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alevosía
In the negative sense applies to criminal law, is an accident of extremely serious intentional context of fraud, conduct
criminological illicit activities, perfidicas and cunningly indecent certainly using an Instrumentation tool without any risk in
order for the execution of the crime.

congerie
In law, it applied to what is cluster of theories or arguments of abstract principles.

fuero
It is provisional armour, the legal personality of certain public officials pursuant to perform their actions without
interference for damages against his integrity of allegations of minor degrees.

hipersoeztico
Person in excess of angle of depression with pathological negative emotions, that belch inside their environment social
vulgar exprsiones or behaviors of antisocial behaviour that may harm others.

política
It is a useful tool which is to be multiacciones, to transform a better human civilization into service and benefit of citizens.

tipicidad
It is current provision of the criminal norm which refers to encuadrantes behaviour aimed at actions or omit illicitly
concrete facts of the criminal type.

usurpación
Appropriating by force illegally from a well that does not belong and does not correspond to that is not the owner of such
right; with actions, effects on cause and instill fear in order to obtain mastery of the person and object.


